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Traces of snow begin to appear in this photo of the Sturgeon Lake NP
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photo. The main line is beyond the station (note the semaphore), and
the yard tracks In the foreground.
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Editorial Comment

The Lake Superior Transportation Club membership is made
up of a variety of interests - model railroaders - scale and tin plate,
restoration of railroad equipment and operation of excursion trains.
The staff of the "Laker" tries to cover all aspects and interests 
happenings at the Museum, the LS&M, excursion trains, restora
tion projects, model railroad events and exhibits and area happen
ings.

So it should be no surprise when a news item is stumbled upon
in our travels about the area that is somehow connected with the
subject of railroads.

On a recent visit to the Minnesota Museum of Mining in
Chisholm, I no sooner had parked the car in the parking lot when
a tall blonde gentleman came toward me, like he was expecting
me. It was Allen Noska, and what a surprise to learn that he and
his wife are restoring the Francis Lee Jaques model railroad
exhibit in a new building at the museum. I immediately called a
reporter. (Editors edit, reporters take notes.)

It is a pleasure to see that the exhibit has finally found a
permanent home after being in storage for about a year and its
future uncertain and our congratulations and encouragement go to
the people of Chisholm for making the project possible.

It is hoped that at least some of his artwork can be displayed
in the building, like the scratch board drawings depicting his
experiences as a fireman for the D&IR railroad.

One plan was to send the exhibit to the museum at Two
Harbors, where Mr. Jaques worked as a fireman on the Duluth &
Iron Range Railroad. But because of space limitations at the old
depot, that plan was dropped.

The month of September brings about a change of leadership
at the Lake Superior Museum of Transportation. Leo McDonnell
will be retiring again, this time as director of the Museum. He retired
from his law firm in the Fall of '89 after being appointed to his
position with the Museum on July 1 of that year. Bill Graham will
be the new director, taking office about the time you get this issue.
Bill brings with him his experiences as a former member of the
Metropolitan Transit Commission in the Twin Cities, president of
the Minnesota Transportation Museum, editor of its newsletter and
involved in the Como-Harriet Streetcar Line operation.

We wish both gentlemen well- Leo on his retirement and plans
for the future, Bill on his appointment as the new director of the
LSMT. We look for a long and fruitful relationship.

The LSMT is both a static and an operating museum and this
summer has gotten into the regularly - scheduled operation of an
excursion train in addition to its mainline fund-raisers and special
event excursions.

The same concern for the health and safety of operating
personnel should also apply to the mechanical health of the
equipment they operate. It was with some trepidation to learn that
Zeke Fields was discharged from his position at the Museum. He
has had a years of railroad and mechanical experience and was up
on many of the FRA rules.

A museum that gets heavily into the operating business
should have a staff member well-versed in the mechanics of
railroad equipment, making frequent inspections of its rolling stock,
making minor repairs before they get to be of a major conse
quence.

And as more equipment is brought into operating condition, all
the greater is the need for a mechanical watch dog.
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The Duluth incline in 1933 with Park Point and downtown in the background. The grade varied from 15 to 20 percent
to rise the 500 feet from Superior Street, taking about 15 minutes for the trip. w.e. Olson collection.

I CLI E PROPOSED FOR DULUTH; MOST AREA RESIDE TS
VOICE THEIR OPPOSITIO AT PUBLIC HEARl G

An inclined railroad was built in Duluth in 1889 and began
operating in 1891 at 7th Avenue West. It was built to transfer
people, freight and a four-horse team and wagon from Superior
Street to the top of the hill.

The Duluth Street Railway saw an opportunity to realize a
profit from the area at the top of the hill and constructed a large
pavilion adjacent to the incline's powerhouse. The frame pavilion
named "Beacon Hill" contained a restaurant on the first level and
a 1200-seat theater on the second floor and drew crowds number
ing in the thousands.

Opening July 4th, 1892, the building was consumed by fire
nine years later. The fire had started in the coal bin and consumed
the powerhouse, winds spreading the flames to the pavilion,
melted the steel cables of the incline causing one car to race in
flames down the hill to Superior Street. Miraculously, no one was
killed or injured, as the undercarriage stayed on the track but the
flaming body was scattered in all directions as it slammed into the
concrete wall on Superior Street, some of the debris flying two
blocks into a railroad yard.

The incline was repaired and operated for a while with a single
car built by Twin City Rapid Transit using a counter-weight car on
the opposite side of the two-track, ten-foot gauge system which
extended about a half-mile up the hill. The new car was for
passengers only.

Unable to handle the traffic, a two-car system was built in 1910
by TCRT using electric hoisting equipment. An operator in the
powerhouse was connected by telephone to each car in which the
attendant collected fares and transfers, operated the doors and air
brakes. An overhead trolley wire supplied electric power for lights,
heat and the air compressor. Riders could transfer from Superior
Street cars to the incline and on to the West Ninth Street-Highland
Avenue car.

By the late '30s, noticeable wear was evident on the steel
cables and it soon became a daily task to inspect the cables,

indeed, almost hourly, as the strands began to separate. The DST
was faced with the expense of replacing all of the cable. Deciding
against such a move, it was agreed to shut down the incline
operation.

Labor Day of '39 saw the end of the service which also
included intermediate stops on the central hillside and by the end
of the year, all traces of the incline had been removed, save for a
few concrete foundations.

INCLINE COMMITIEE FORMED
Duluth's Mayor Gary Doty and some of its citizens would like

to see a similar incline built and a public hearing was held on July
9 in Fitger's Spirit of the North Theatre.

In the Mayor's opening remarks, he stated that "everyone on
the committee is not 100% for the project ... each piece of tourism
is dependent on the other." He added that the project is getting
started and wants public input from the beginning.

Joe Martin is the chair of the incline planning committee and
presented his views of the project following the Mayor's remarks
and also screened a series of slides showing other inclines around
the country and in Europe. He stated that "there are inclines
around the country that are profitable - no public subsidy ...
Pittsburgh once had 22 - still has two operating."

Martin, who is an "incline afficianado", informed the people
attending the hearing that there will be certain study methods
incorporated to determine the feasibility of the project using a
survey form. "We want to find operating costs, type of incline, track,
type of customers - tourist, commuters - and identify sources of
money." On a recent "Venture North" TV program, Martin stated
that it could cost up to $30 million to build a new incline. "It may
have been better to just shut down the system for a few years until
the company could have afforded to buy new cable."

He also showed pictures of Duluth's original incline and
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

present - day slides of the right-of-way. Included were pictures of
a Johnstown, Pa., incline still in use and very profitable. Also one
in Dubuque, Iowa, and "most beautiful" in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
which goes to 2000 feet and carries 45 people. Another on the
Canadian side of Niagara Falls, a short 300 feet; one in France
tracked, very modern space-age design and a tram in Silver
Mountain, Utah.

The incline committee is also to determine what type of system
would be used - tracks, monorail or a cable system.

Jerry Kimball of the city planning commission also spoke and
presented a video of the incline at Chattanooga, Tenn. He also
presented pictures of various routes the incline could take - "with
no specific routes chosen yet but we are looking at different
routes." "We need to look at the potential of an attraction at the
upper facility ... it would be nice to have an attraction at both ends."

Of concern to the hearing attendees, most of whom lived in the
neighborhood of the proposed project, was the impact of the right
of-way, noise, parking, the impact on the environment and the
utilitarian use by commuters.
ALTERNATE ROUTES SUGGESTED

Six routes were suggested: the original on 7th Avenue West;
6th Avenue West; 9th Avenue West; 12th Avenue West; 14th
Avenue West and between 14th and 17th Avenue West. The 12th
or 14th Avenue route could connect with the Depot Trolley which
eventually could be extended to West End. The route on 6th
Avenue could have T-type supports for a monorail or cable car and
come right into the Depot.

The Lennox Senior Citizen's high-rise would be in the way of
the original route at 7th Avenue. The 14th route would be the most
feasible because only two homes would be in the way, said one
member of the audience, and service Enger Park, Twin Ponds and
an Enger Park Pavilion.

The hearing was opened for comments from the audience 
most of which were negative from area residents and prominent
citizens.

One such person stated "I feel very upset about this whole
thing. People built on the hillside because of the view. If the incline
is built, it will affect property values." A supporter of his view
complained about the possible increase in traffic on Skyline Drive.

One lady thought the project would be great and to use the 6th
Avenue route.

"Eighth Avenue West is all rock, everyone has wells, there
would be no water for a restaurant," said another. "The city has no
money to mow the parks. How can they taker care of a facility at
the top of the hill," said another, and "the view from 7th Avenue is
not as great a view as one might believe - 14th is better."

An attorney stated the one in Chattanooga "is part of the Look
Out Mountain Complex, is long and the season is longer." One
important factor that came from members of the committee is that
an attraction should be available at the top of the hill for tourists to
go to and make it worth while. "Otherwise they can stay on
Superior Street and look at the bricks," said another member of the
audience.
"GOTIA HAVE SOMETHING AT THE TOP"

Salzburg, Austria; Mexico; Leone, France, all have big
attractions to get to. A figure of five to ten million to build the incline
was thrown out and a comment made that the ride would be
incidental to the attraction at the top - "Va gotta have a world-class
attraction at the top."

"We have many tourist attractions - use buses to convey the
tourists", said prominent home builder and developer.

A woman said she would move if the incline was built. "Do you
want noise next to your house?" A member of the Hillside
Community Club also spoke against the project and "it is also
important to protect the view ordinances."

"Many run-down houses are being bought by up-scale buyers
who fix them up, values go up and so do taxes."

"This is a family neighborhood - a commercial enterprise
would be a travesty on the neighborhood."

Senator Sam Solon said he had 30 phone calls opposing the
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project. "The Depot, the DECC, Spirit Mountain, are all city
subsidized. People are afraid the incline would also be subsi
dized."

Another woman said she moved into a new home in 1988 and
her valuations have gone up three times and was told her view is
worth $50,000. "There should be a 7th choice - no incline."

John Anderson, home developer, proposed a monorail up to
Observation Road, on the Arlington and Miller Hill Mall - Trinity
Road area. He had bought property behind the Morgan Park High
School, developed Hidden Valley - all sold out. "Believe in your
city," he exhorted the audience.

Ivar Anderson, committee member, said "We have an open
mind. We appreciate your comments." Jerry Kimball stated "By
the fall we should have a clearer picture of the feasibility of the
project. If it's not feasible, then it would be dropped."

During a recent trip to Norway, the editor of the "Laker" rode
two incline systems - a suspended cable car in Tromso, a favorite
on clear summer nights to attract tourists to view the midnight sun.
A restaurant is being built to replace one that had burned many
years ago.

The other, in Bergen, is a track and cable system. Starting out
from a tunnel at the bottom, the cars make intermediate stops on
the way. Many tourists go to the top, look out over the city of Bergen
and buy souvenirs, but there is a very nice restaurant and gift store
near by. The cars are built in a stair-step design with a door on
either side and for each set of full-width bench seats. An operator's
control booth is at either end.

LS&M I AUGURATES EWEST PIECE
OFROLLI GSTOCK-THE"SA ARICAR"

In 1989, the Lake Superior & Mississippi Railroad had an
"open-air Pullman" on the rear of their train. The excursion
operation used a gondola for three years, installing a plywood floor
and benches in the middle, and becoming a popular car on nice
days, giving the patrons an unobstructed view to both sides of the
train and overhead.

A cracked bolster and other defects have sidelined the car
since then and returning patrons have asked if the "outdoor
Pullman" will ever be back.

Last year the LS&M acquired a 50-foot flatcar from Hallett
Dock. The car was on a piece of track that had been cut on either
side of the car, making it necessary to lift the car on to a live rack
by crane and towing it to the LS&M shop.

The old decking, much of it rotted away, was removed last
summer in preparation for remodeling. But other things more
necessary and demanding kept getting in the way and the rebuild
was sidelined for a few months.

Last winter the car was put inside the shop and work began in
earnest last spring to convert it for use on the excursion train. With
the help of Dave Saketti in obtaining the new flooring, four-inch
planking was installed on the deck and fencing placed around the
outside, using the stake pockets on the car. With the help of a
Hallett Dock employee, a diaphragm was constructed at one end
to match up with the rear of coach 29, using old conveyor belting
for the buffers.

A marathon session was held on August 7 in the shop to get
the car ready for that weekend. Dave Lynas and Jan, Norm
Livgard, Mark Olson and Jergen Fuhr worked late into the night
finishing up the last details to make the car useable. The brake
system had been gone over, cleaned and checked, the last

(Continued on next page)



The Mike in the foreground is pulling six loaded ore cars
while a Prairie-type engine descends a steep grade
behind and a three-car passenger train waits at the
station on the left. This was a non-working model
railroad built by Jaques on the family farm near Aitken.
Note the can used for the tender in the upper right
corner. LSTM photo

(Continued from previous page)
few pieces of brake piping had been installed, the last of the fencing
put on and as darkness settled over Hallett Dock, using Zeke's
pickup truck, the group transferred the benches from the gondola
into the shop and onto the flat car.

Zeke Fields stayed through the night to finish up bolting the
benches to the floor and a few other finishing touches and the car
was ready to go the next morning.

The new addition, called the "safari car". with its cyclone
fencing, allows little people to see through the sides of the car,
something they could not do with the gondola and its solid steel
sides, unless they were held up or stood on the bench.

The car was an immediate success and gives the LS&M
additional capacity, from 152 seats to 190. Passengers are
allowed to move freely from the "safari car" in to the coach if they
get too warm.

Future plans are to construct a canopy over the car and 0
make animal cut-outs to be placed between the benches which run
the length of the car and call the train the "Zoo Train" with its "safari
car", working in conjunction with the Duluth Zoo.

After a few days in the sun, it was found that creosote from the
planking was being tracked into the coaches, necessitating the
need to install astro-turf on the floor of the car which improved its
appearance.

The weekend of August 8, the LS&M used former BN coaches
A-13 and 14 along with a power car to supply electrical power for
the air-conditioning system. The LS&M heavyweights, Nos. 85
and 29, were used on a special trip to Mountain Iron to commemo
rate the 1OOth anniversary of the DM&N. The BN coaches, as are
the first-class cars in the Museum, not having FRA glass are
restricted to 25 miles per hour and so a swap was made with the
Museum to let them use the heavyweights which are not restricted
to speed limits.

Some statistics on the LS&M operation through eight week
ends of operation, July 4th through August 23:

• The load factor has varied between 51.9 to 86.6 percent.
• The average return per ticket has varied between $4. 13 and
$4.39.

• The total number of passengers per day varied from 160 to
283. that number coming on the first day that the "safari car"
was used.

• Ticket sales have varied from $682 to $1212 per weekend.
These statistics have been compiled and computerized by

Bruce Routh, vice president-operation, who has the duty of lining
up train crews for each weekend and also keeps a running record
of the passenger count, load factor, ticket sales and average per
ticket.

Track panels are laid out on the floor of the Jaques
exhibit before being raised up on the supporting frame
work. Part of the great stone mountain is seen to the
right. Two panels depicting the winter scene are to the
left against the wall. Allen Noska photo.

JAQUES MODEL RAILROAD BEl G
RESTORED AT CHISHOLM'S MUSEUM

Chisholm, home of "The Stand", a drive-in still wearing its
A&W color scheme and where a cute car-hop takes your order and
hangs a tray on your window, ala' "Happy Days", the "Fonz", and
where they make their own delicious rootbeer.

Chisholm, home of the Minnesota Museum of Mining - drill rigs
of various sizes; mine trucks from the White 45 H.P. 2-ton model
used in the early '30s, to the 35- and 70-ton Euclids and the 1700
H.P. diesel-electric behemoths used today. Where there is also
DM&IR consolidation No. 347 with three ore cars and a GN
caboose behind it. The caboose is nicely finished inside and out,
with varnished woodwork on the interior and the glass is intact. A
large steam-driven water pump. steam and a diesel-powered mine
shovels, various pieces of farm machinery and other artifacts make
up the outdoor exhibits.

Interior displays consist of a model of a taconite plant, an ore
concentrator, a print shop, a broom and shoe shop and various
displays of antique tools and machines. One can also go into a
replica of an underground mine of about 50 feet long, complete with
a mine train, tools and shoring timbers.

A new addition to the museum is a 32' x 25' building completed
in May save for the addition of a heating system and lighting. The
building will house the Francis Lee Jaques model railroad named
"The Great North Road".

The May 1962 issue of the Model Railroader magazine had a
feature article on the Jaques layout in his St. Paul suburb home.
After his death, the layout was dismantled in sections and brought
to Duluth where it was displayed in the former Amtrak waiting room
adjacent to the railroad museum.

(Continued next page)
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It was removed from the waiting room in June of 1991 when

the North Shore Scenic Railroad took over the facilities and needed
the space for storage.

The layout had been taken out in sections, crated and stored
at lou Campbell's galleries on London Road for about a year, and
now has found a permanent place in Chisholm. And the same
people who dismantled the layout are now putting it back together,
having transported the crates last July with several trips between
Duluth and Chisholm, taking one or two crates at a time. And they
are now re-assembling the complete layout - with improvements.

Allen Noska and wife Carnita have been working since about
the first of August and are well along toward the completion of the
project. And when it is done, Model Railroader plans to do another
story on it. Fred Hamilton, advertising, and Russ larson, editor,
have been in contact with the Noskas. Also Jack Krause,
treasurer of the Minnesota Museum of Mining, has been deeply
involved in the project, along with his wife Mary.

Allen is a craftsman and carpenter for the Historical Society
and has worked on a number of displays at the Depot, including
restoration and repairs of the Melbourne trolley that now operates
at Iron World. He also installed the partition in the LS&M coach 29.

Because of the limited space and viewing area in the former
Amtrak waiting room, some of the original buildings were not used,
being stored beneath the layout. They will now be seen in the new
location.

The celluloid windows of some of the buildings will be removed
to give viewers a better look inside because of the intricate detail
that Mr. Jaques added - for example: the book store that shows
hundreds of books on shelves around the walls and tables in the
middle of the store with books on them.

There will be three sides from which to view the Great North
Road - the large viewing area through protective glass across the
entire front, and smaller areas on either side. The two-level layout
will have low windows on either side from which to view the lower
level and look along the length of the yard. The windows will be low
for little people to see in and risers will be constructed on the front
for little people to see the upper level. It is hoped to also have one
track operating so there will be some movement on the layout - it
was fully operational in the Jaques home and parts of the layout are
still wired. While in Duluth, the Great North Road was a static
display.

Though the museum is not open during the winter, the Jaques
display will be heated to protect the layout from extremes in
temperature. The museum closes about the third week in Septem
ber, by which time the Noskas hope to have completed the
rebuilding of the Great North Road.

The model display will on a permanent loan to the Minnesota
Museum of Mining from its owner, the St. Louis County Historical
Society, of which the Chisholm facility is a part of. The project has
been funded by ticket sales and fund raisers - all done by the mining
museum.

Accompanying the display of Lee's model railroad in Duluth
were several of his scratch-board paintings of steam locomotives
and it is hoped that they too will also be brought to Chisholm for
display in the new Jaques building.

Francis Lee Jaques (pronounced Jay-kwees) worked as a
fireman on the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad. He was best known
as one of the nations's leading naturalists and museum diorama
experts and has written books on the canoe country, doing many
paintings, scratch board and pencil drawings of wildlife.

He was working on a book that gives a short bio of his life, most
of it a collection of his watercolors and pencil drawings of wildlife
with a few railroad pictures when he passed away. His wife finished
the book which is now out of print.

His model railroad was a mixture of a gauge trains on S scale
track. The railroad was not built for extremely close viewing, but
was built with deception and distortion to give a sense of realism.
Lee was a master with scenery and the immediate attention-getter
when first viewing the layout is the massive stone mountain in the
center with the railroad's logo.

The locale of the GNR is some my1hical place in the far
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Carnita Noska helps to assemble the Francis lee Jaques
model railroad, the Great North Road, in its new quar
ters. The great stone mountain is to the left. Allen
Noska photo.

Northwest. The trees on the lower level are those of British
Columbia and Alaska. Stated Lee in the Model Railroader: "The
layout reaches from sea level to above timber line, from daylight to
darkness and from warm of the lower level to snow-cold above
timber level."

Lee also used very unconventional methods of building his
rolling stock - his locomotives are both sensible and ridiculous, not
to criticize his work, but to compliment his ingenuity and craftsman
ship.

Most trucks were American Flyer, his locomotives were built
of balsa wood - with no driving mechanism. The tenders are very
heavy, containing the motors and fly wheels and extra weight, with
no attempt to have the tender trucks look like the prototype. The
largest and most powerful of his locos had two tenders and his
steepest grade is four percent. He named his locomotives "Paul
Bunyan" and "Blue Ox".

To quote linn Westcott of Model Railroader: " ... there is a
moral to the Francis Lee Jaques story. Few of us would adopt the
methods Lee has used in creating the Great North Road, yet not
many of us will accomplish as satisfying an effect, simply because
we have sacred cows - things we decide we won't do because they
are unconventional." "As an example," stated Lee, "the necessity
of using overly deep wheel flanges disturbed me, but it doesn't
anymore."

REMEMBER? ..

July 15 - Minnesota Railfans' Association will sponsor a last
steam-powered excursion over Duluth, Missabe and Iron Range
Railway. Santa Fe 500-series locomotive will be used. Trip starts
out of Duluth about 10:00 a.m., proceeds to Proctor and around
circle to Biwabik and comes back through Two Harbors with early
evening arrival in Duluth. Coaches and snack bar will be included
in consist. Fare, about $8 from Duluth. For further information and
details, write John Goodman, secretary, Minnesota Railfans' As
sociation, 3304 37th Ave. So, Minneapolis 6, Minnesota. 
Trains, June 1962.

Approached a crossing without looking 
who will eat his widow's cooking?

Remember this if you'd be spared-
trains don't whistle because they're scared.



D&NM Mike No. 14with its eight-car train takes a breather in Two Harbors before heading back to Duluth as spectators
admire the first steamer to appear in town for three decades. The Lake County Historical Museum, the former depot,
is in the background. Tim Schandel photo.

FOUR YEARS OF WORK CULMI ATED I THE I AUGURAL RU OF D& M O. 14
After nearly two decades of being a cold and lifeless piece of

machinery, D&NM Mikado No. 14 became a live smoke-belching,
steam-hissing locomotive. After nearly two decades No. 14 felt the
heat of a fire once again on its grates, heating the water in its boiler
as the smoke coursed through its relatively new boiler tubes.

It was early in the day on July sixth when the fire was lit and
kept low to cure and dry the fire bricks that were made in the pottery
shop of the Depot. By the end of the day, enough steam pressure
was built up to get a wet and sputtering sound from the whistle.

The fire was kept low all night, allowing the fire bricks to cure
slowly. On Tuesday, the fire was increased to build up steam
pressure to operate the appliances. The Baldwin RS-12 of the
E&LS was positioned behind the 14 to supply air to operate the
draft. Curious spectators lined up along the railing of the Depot's
parking ramp to view the spectacle as clouds of smoke drifted over
downtown Duluth - the first time in 19 years that a steam locomotive
had operated out of the Depot.

Having trouble getting up enough steam pressure to operate
the appliances and move the locomotive, it was discovered that the
screen in the smoke box had become filled with soot. Opening the
smoke box and cleaning the screen greatly improved the draft. The
pressure was allowed to build up to where the pops opened and a
museum staff member made the adjustments on the safety valves.

An air leak in one of the injectors prevented water from being
supplied to the boiler. Later the old logging engine was able to
move under its own power, the first time in over 30 years. A few test
runs had been made back and forth in the Depot yard and out as
far as Garfield Avenue.

The fire was allowed to die Tuesday evening and was relit on
Friday to get ready for the inaugural run of the 14 on July 11 tho The
tender also had be drained to plug several leaks.

The inaugural started with a brief ceremony by the Museum
led by Don Shank, who had the dream of seeing the 14 steam for
many years. Breaking a bottle of champagne on the pilot was Mrs.
Turk McGiffert, with her husband watching nearby.

The consist behind No. 14 included three Budd cars from the
NSSR, coaches 33, Minnesota II, and E&LS 100, lounge car 6700,

observation-lounge 390 and power car 254. The E&LS Baldwin
No. 300 was behind the 14, powering the train up the grade past
Fitger's so as not to produce any smoke. The 14 is also a Baldwin,
the two locomotives being built 40 years apart - 1913 and 1953.
The 300 is one the few remaining Baldwins still in operation.

The train stopped periodically on its way to Two Harbors to
check for hot bearings. In Two Harbors, the 14 took on more water,
was wyed and made its way back to Duluth with no mechanical
problems, which says something about the crew that put it all back
together. Two Harbors held its Heritage Days celebration in
conjunction with the 14's inaugural run, originally scheduled for
July 4th.

There were about 100 paying passengers - tickets were $50
and $75 - plus many guests. The proceeds are going toward
paying off the debt incurred in the restoration of the Mike.

D&NM Mikado No. 14 was built by Baldwin in 1913 for the
Alger Smith Logging company operating out of Knife River. It was
one of wo ordered - the company had planned to order six because
of a possible extension of the D&NM to Port Arthur, Ontario. The
building of DWP's line to Fort Frances and the beginning down
slide of the lumber business dashed those plans.

The 14 was sold to the LS&I in 1919, then to the Inland Lime
and Stone of Inland Junction, Michigan, where it was used as a
stationary boiler. It was acquired by the DM&IR, given a cosmetic
restoration and donated to the Museum in 1981. The work toward
making it operational began in the summer of 1988. After removal
of the jacketing, appliances, cab, valve gear and rods at the
Museum, it was sent to Fraser Shipyard for repairs to the firebox
and replacing staybolts. The tubes were new and had never seen
a fire.

October of 1990 saw its move to the LS&M shop where the
boiler was jacked up from the frame, and the running gear was
given a complete overhaul with new pins and bushings made at the
shop. The fall of 1991 saw the 14 being moved inside the Museum
where the appliances, cab, valve gear and jacketing were installed
after the boiler had undergone hydrostatic testing. Finishing work
was completed under the parking ramp behind the Museum.
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MODEL E GI EERI G EXPO '92

Once again this fall the Lake Superior Museum of Transpor
tation is planning a model engineering show. Those who saw it last
year know that a fine collection of high quality models of many kinds
was brought together. The emphasis is on individual models and
the craftsmanship involved in building them. While most of the
models shown will undoubtedly be railroad models there will be
room for models of working steam engines; both stationary and
railroad, or model internal combustion engines. The gallery car
255 is brought inside for this exhibit and is outfitted with shelves and
a glass wall to create a secure display space.

Those of you who are interested in participating this year are
asked to look through your models and pick out one or two that you
feel exemplifies some of your best craftsmanship. We do not want
a lot of models since the plan is to spread them out so that each one
stands alone or at most part of a theme grouping. Please do not
think this rules out Athern type models. Anyone who has taken time
and care to redetail and/or carefully repaint a model of this sort is
quite welcome. The dates for the show will be Oct. 9 thru Nov. 16.
The models will need to be brought in during the week of Sept. 28
to Oct. 4.

This is a great opportunity to exhibit the skill involved in putting
together a model and finishing it to a high degree. It also allows the
museum to show many different kinds of prototypes that will never
be a part of the collection but are a very important part of the history
of mechanical technology. It is hoped that a show of this sort will
entice more people to be interested in model building and also
serve as an educational tool, illustrating the wide range of proto
types that have existed and even now exist, perhaps only in model
form. -T.G.

SOO LI E GROUP SPO SORS
EXCURSIO

The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Chapter of the Soo Line
Historical Society sponsored a special excursion trip out of
Marquette, Michigan, on the 22nd and 23rd of August. On
Saturday the train went to Baraga with a sell-out crowd of 470, and
to Newberry with about 420. Tickets were going for about $50 for
the all-coach excursion.

The train was composed of cars A-13 and 14 and power car
254 from the Museum; two coaches and a baggage car leased
from the Algoma Central and three coaches from MTM. A-13 and
14 had some windows broken by rock-throwing ruffians on their
way to Marquette.

Proceeds from the trip will be donated to the LSMT to help
toward the restoration of its Soo Line F-7, the 2500A.

PHOTO ON PREVIOUS PAGE
Dawn Butchart of the NSSR caught the action as the
champagne bottle broke on the coupler of D&NM No. 14
prior to its inaugural run to Two Harbors on August
11th. Mrs. Turk McGiffert swung the bottle during the
dedication ceremony as Don Shank observes. Turk is
at the right edge of the photograph.

Carl Ekholm took these pictures last winter of the crew
putting the insulation on D&NM No. 14 following the
hydrostatic testing. The insulation is a styrOfoam-type
material fitted on in pieces and banded. The work was
done on track seven in the Museum.
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PVBLICATTE DA CESPARSEAT2 D
A VAL FAIRLAW RAILROAD DAY

"Partly sunny and breezy with a 40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms; high of 70 to 75" was the weather forecast for
Saturday, the 22nd of August. The morning started out with a stiff
breeze off the big lake and fog, which may have helped to reduce
the number of people attending the second annual Railroad Day at
the Fairlawn Museum in Superior. But as the day progressed, the
breeze subsided, the sun burned the fog away and the weather
turned out gorgeous.

Some activities were scheduled to be outdoors, but Fairlawn
authorities decided not to take a chance.

Four members of the Lake Superior Transportation Club had
set up a G-scale layout on the first floor of the Museum, using tables
to support the double-track layout in the form of a square, going
through the front hallway and two adjoining rooms.

Zeke Fields, Norm Livgard, Dan Mackey and Mark Olson
brought some of their G-scale equipment over for the event. Zeke
had his 2-4-0 No. 21 00-3 pulling a mixed 1O-car train with cars from
various railroads. Norm brought his D&RGW passenger train with
a 4-4-0 on the point, complete with sound effects. He also had his
snowplow-equipped doodle bug operating.

Going up the stairs to the third floor and on the walls of the third
floor hallway were a collection of pen and India ink drawings 
standardized designs, cross sections, elevations and details of
various structures of the Great Northern and Northern Pacific
Railroads. A room on third floor is given to railroad memorabilia,
artifacts, pictures and models.

"Red was not always stop, green was not always go and yellow
was not always caution," read a sign below a drawing of a station
semaphore signal. As the railroad network began to expand
across the country, the industry discovered that structures, time,
track gauge and other aspects of the transportation system would
have to be standardized.

It was the railroads that brought a uniform time system to
continental U.S., eliminating the hodge-podge of time keeping that
was different with each individual railroad, some going by the time
shown on the clock at the headquarters building. By the 1880s, it
was not only time that was standardized, but also many of the
depots and other railroad infra-structure.

"State lawmakers were one of the few forces that were
powerful enough to upset the careful uniformity of railroad plan
ning," stated one of the signs at the display. "States had differing
regulations for fences along the railroad right-of-way. Minnesota
and North Dakota laws were similar, but Wisconsin's strict fencing
laws required special alterations."

"Quarts and gallons were abandoned by GN engineers who
drew up standard oil tank specifications calibrated in feet and
inches. The size of the tanks were all the same," read another sign.
It was easy then to determine how many gallons were in the tank
by measuring the depth of the oil.

Other drawings were of:
•A 5' by 6' GN street crossing shanty.
•A NP combination third-class depot, a second-class anda first
class depot.
The signs below the drawings stated how each town desired

to have a first-class depot to give it prestige and importance. But
the railroads built the depots according to the amount and type of
rail traffic expected and the size of the town. The first-class depots
had larger waiting rooms and separate areas for "Ladies" and
"Gents".

Second-class stations were shorter versions of the first-class
buildings and some were all first-class passenger or all first-class
freight stations and some a combination of both. In combination
depots, the freight portion was the same size as the waiting room
and ticket office combined.

•A NPprivydesign, stating that the door was not to face the main
line.

•A telegraph office on the NP.
•A NP station semaphore, a standard notice board and an
interlocking tower with a spiral staircase.
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•Also drawings of a 400-ton and a 50-ton ice house.
The descriptive sign read: "Ice was ice, but Fergus Falls was

not Duluth. The difference was 350 tons of ice and an elevator. To
the men who painted the station buildings it was 18 gallons of
Indian Red Paint."

The drawings are from the Minnesota Historical Society
Research Center, 1500 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, and are
available to the public for research purposes.

Some BN employees, using a motorhome with an attached
canopy, had set up a refreshment stand in the parking lot of the
Fairlawn Mansion to promote "Operation Stop," a program de
signed to educate people about the dangers of alcohol and drug
abuse and its related consequences at the work place and to fellow
employees. The BN has a very low percentage of abuses, less
than one percent, compared to other industries which often run as
high as ten percent of the work force.

Fairlawn was the home of Martin Pattison, a 33rd degree
mason, mayor, sheriff,lumber baron, pioneer mine owner, banker
and millionaire. Born in 1841, he became sheriff in Superior forone
term in 1884, built the mansion and moved in 1891. He served two
terms as mayor in the '90s and led the city through a decade of
growth and development and left the city in the best financial
condition ever.

Martin passed away in 1918, his wife Grace moved to Califor
nia and donated the home to be used a Protestant children's home
in 1920. In 1962 it was abandoned and the City of Superior
possessed the property by right of eminent domain in 1963,
becoming the Fairlawn Museum in 1964.

MTM TO RU I OSCEOLA
The final trackage rights agreement was being negotiated in

August and President Ed Burkhardt of the Wisconsin Central has
approved MTM's request to run in Osceola. If all went as expected,
service should have begun Labor Day weekend.

Burkhardt and several WC managers visited Osceola on July
30th and met with MTM, the Osceola Historical Society, state
legislators and other officials including a representative of Wiscon
sin Governor Tommy Thompson. The meeting was arranged by
MTM. Burkhardt gave the go ahead for the sale of the Osceola
depot to the historical society who will restore and operate it.

Following lunch at the Dalles House, MTM presented a
detailed operating plan. It calls for regular operations every
Saturday and Sunday through the end of October. The final
schedule has not been set but MTM will have rights to operate
anywhere on the Dresser sub from Withrow to Amery. Most trips
will be limited to Marine on the west and Dresser on the east, a total
distance of about 15 miles one way.

The round trip fare from Osceola to Marine will be $8 for
adults, $5 for seniors and children under 12. Osceola to Dresser
will be $5 for adults and $4 for seniors and children.

MTM engineers, conductors and brakemen must learn WC
rules and be certified by the WC before operating on the Dresser
line.

MTM has also negotiated with North Star Rail to house
Milwaukee Road 4-8-4 No. 261 at the Jackson Street facility.

North Star is renting one stall inside the pole building and 150
feet of outside track for the tender and tool car. They will lay a
concrete floor in their stall, remodel the rear office and bathroom.
Rent from the project will go to pay the Jackson Street fund and
help with the million dollar mortgage.

Steve Sandberg is general manager of North Star and will be
working on the 261 with the help of MTM sharing tools and
experience. The rebuilding is expected to be completed this winter
with the first revenue excursion to take place in the spring of 1993.

The Steamboat Division held a fund-raiser July 28th at the
Lafayette Club with 360 guests attending and raising over$15,OOO,
most of which will go toward the purchase of a new boiler. A
donated one was beyond repair. Another $150,000 will be needed
to finish the boat. - Microgazette



SPECIAL EXCURSIO TRAI, MERRITT FAMILY REU 10
DM&R CE TE IAL AT MOU TAl IRO

HIGHLIGHT OF

The year 1892 was a significant year in the area's railroad
history. The first shipment of ore by rail to the dock at Allouez Bay
in Superior happened in that year. Also the new Union Depot, now
the home of the St. Louis County Heritage and Arts Center, was
finished and opened for business in Duluth, serving several rail
roads. It was also the beginning of the Duluth, Misabe & Northern
Railroad.

And what happens 100 years later? Centennials are cel
ebrated. The BN cancelled its centennial because of the railroad
strike held just days prior to its celebration on June 27. The BN had
hoped to hold the event in September, but then decided to bunch
it for this year.

The Depot celebrated its 100th anniversary by re-enacting a
scene from 1892 - the coming of immigrants to Duluth by rail and
stepping off the train at the new Union Depot. The railroad museum
participated in the July 12th event by suppling steam locomotive
No. 14 pulling coach 33 with several of the Chisholm's Back-In
Time Players dressed in period costumes taking the part of the
immigrants. The "immigrants" were piped by a Scottish Pipe Band
from the train and around the periphery of the Depot to the front
where a rededication was performed.

The Depot usually holds its Railroad Days celebration on the
4th of July weekend, which were cancelled in lieu of the special
anniversary commemoration.
100th ANNIVERSARY OF DM&N OBSERVED

The St. Louis County Heritage and Arts Center co-sponsored
the special anniversary excursion train to Mountain Iron on August
8th, coinciding with the community's annual Leonidas Merritt Days,
a three-day celebration commemorating the first train load of ore

to be hauled out of the Mountain Iron mine, October 17, 1892.
Nearly half of the 465 passengers, a sell-out, on the train were

from the Merritt family who were attending a family reunion.
Tickets went for $45 coach and $78 first class, with profits being
shared with the Historical Society.

The special was powered by two DM&IR locomotives, Nos.
129 and 130, with 129 resplendent in its old original paint scheme
and No. 130 in the later paint scheme and equally resplendent.

The train consisted of NSSR Budd car No.4, coaches 29, 33,
85 and E&LS 100, DM&IR combination W-24, John Baldwin'sex
CNW business car 402 "Iowa", lounge car "Illinois" leased from
Great Lakes Western and Dirk Lenthe's "Prairie Rose."

The three-day event at Mountain Iron consisted of a variety of
events - a talent show, street dances, races, a parade, displays, an
antique car show, ice cream social, a flea market and winding up
with a golf tourney on Sunday.

----------
Iron Mountain was the birthplace of the Mesabi. The town was

originally known at Grant, later it was Marfield prior to being
incorporated with its present name.

Leonidas, Alfred, Lucian, Lewis, Napoleon, Cassius and An
drew, the seven Merritt brothers, dug their first pit in November of
1890 after discovering signs of ore that assayed better than 60%.

Four steam shovels worked in the mine until water problems
prompted the closing of the mine in 1908. It was reopened in 1942
and nine years later, construction of a concentrating plant 
PILOTAC - later known as Minntac, was begun. The village
survived through the closing of the mine as other mines were
operated at various times.

GALLERY CAR 255 FEATURES VARIETY OF F U IT LITHOGRAPHS
About the time that you get your "Laker", the summer's display

in Gallery Car 255 will be taken down. If you didn't get to see it, you
missed a great display of F units in a variety of road names and
colors - a nostalgic thrill to any devotee of EMD covered wagons
used on railroads that have long gone out of existence, absorbed
and merged with other roads.

The collection of 30 paintings has been up since about the first
of June. Twelve are lithographs representing graphic art done for
the purpose of advertising the individual railroads and General
Motors. The lithographs are poster size showing General Motors
powered trains in various settings. The advertisements are for the
Wabash, Monon, M&St.L., Soo Line, RF&PRR, Western Pacific,
Seabord, Missouri Pacific, Milwaukee Road, B&O, Santa Fe and
Rio Grande railroads.

The other eighteen pictures are artists renditions of a variety
of F units, most with an A-B-B-A lash-up, a few with A-B units on
the point.

The collection was originally from General Motors and came
to the Museum through the courtesy of member Kurt Haubrich
and illustrates the various color schemes used on the F units.

Shown were the Canadian Pacific, Rock Island, the Milwau
kee Road, Western Pacific, Missouri Pacific, Southern Pacific,
Reading, Burlington, Baltimore & Ohio, Soo Line, Northern Pacific,
the Southern, Santa Fe, Great Northern, Rio Grande and the
Minneapolis & St. Louis. The NP and GN locomotives were shown
in both their passenger and freight color schemes.

At the entrance to the gallery car was a description of how the
color schemes evolved:
STYLING THE STREAMLINERS
Diesel locomotive paint schemes of the '30s, '40s and '50s
from the Electromotive Division of General Motors.

From the beginning of the diesel era, it was obvious that the
old steam engine paint scheme of "all black with graphite smoke
box and white lettering" would not work on diesel locomotives that

were coming out to replace them. The F units required a totally
different approach. General Motors, experienced in the automo
bile business, realized the importance of color and style as style
tools. While offering a free styling service to help sell locomotives,
they also were able to set a quality appearance standard that
carried through three decades.

In early years, automotive designers from Detroit did the work.
Leland Knickerbocker and Paul Meyer of GM developed early
schemes, but by 1941 a styling group was established at La
Grange specifically to do locomotive paint schemes. John
Markstein headed a group that included Harry Bocewicz, Ben
Dedek and Ed Moreau.

The work they created not only served as a plan to paint the
locomotives but the art work itself was used for advertising and
sales promotions. Copies of the pictures were to be seen all
around the country hanging in railroad executive offices.

The work created by this group became so dominant they
influenced designers and even other manufacturers of diesel
locomotives. An overview of diesel locomotive paint schemes from
around the country would show a great deal of continuity.

The typical paint scheme was an art deco layer cake done with
an intricate, detailed nose pattern which would usually sweep back
in hor~zontal bands. Often two or three primary colors were used,
separated by an additional trim color.

These stylists did not feel they had to re-invent the wheel each
time they did a design.

The geometry of the car body was respected and they devel
oped a series of fairly standard elements applied in various colors.

It is easy to note that while stripes and bands of color fall in the
same place for many designs, the use of different colors and
lettering makes each design distinctive. One obvious reuse of a
design was Ben Dedek's use of the pine tree motif for the NP and
the Soo Line. The major differences are of course color, but the

(Continued next page)
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(Continued from previous page)
same basic design, along with the minordetail changes, is used for
both roads. The motif also appeared on the L&N.

The next display in Gallery Car 255 will be a model engineer
ing exhibit due in October. The gallery car will be put inside the
museum. A model engineering exhibit was displayed last spring
and drew a variety of live steam engines. railroad models and
dioramas.

COMING EVENTS
Sept. 19 - Excursion trip to Brainerd via the BN.
Sept. 25 - LSTC meeting, Depot.
Sept. 26 - Fall colors trip to Two Harbors with D&NM No. 14

The LSTC meets the last Friday of September, October and
November. Annual meeting and election January 29, 1993.
Offices up for election: Vice President. Administration; Direc
tor, Equipment Restoration; Membership Secretary, Treasurer.

CO TRIBUTI G EMBERS
The following have become contributing members for the

current year of 1992 and have paid $25 or more for their
membership.

Bill DeRoache and his G-scale layout showing his 0-4
oB&O steamer and the depot under construction which
is pattered after the Knife River Depot.
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